Introduction
============

Although the human genome was declared fully sequenced in 2003,^[@bib1]^ we still know little of the role of individual genes in key aspects of mammalian cell biology and physiology. This gap in our knowledge is of particular concern in the area of drug design, particularly in identifying specific genetic targets for medicinal compounds.

For decades the standard approaches for identifying mammalian drug targets have required assays tailor-made for each compound. These techniques include ligand binding, cross-linking and mass spectrometry.^[@bib2],\ [@bib3]^ A more versatile strategy to identify drug targets can be found in genetics. Genome-wide association studies have identified loci for drug-related phenotypes in humans, mice and lympoblastoid cells.^[@bib4],\ [@bib5],\ [@bib6],\ [@bib7],\ [@bib8],\ [@bib9],\ [@bib10],\ [@bib11]^ However, the yield of genetic loci has been low. In addition, successes have generally been limited to the idiosyncratic side effects of drugs. The modest return of genetics in understanding drug action may reflect the intense evolutionary pressure on natural polymorphisms, which limits genetic variation. Moreover, naturally occurring polymorphisms do not produce equivalent functional alterations across the genome.

'Knockdowns\' using interfering RNA can test genes in a relatively unbiased fashion.^[@bib12],\ [@bib13]^ However, these screens use separate interfering RNA molecules to study each of the 20 000 mammalian genes and are hence expensive, laborious and time consuming. Recently, scientists have used CRISPR/Cas9 editing technologies to find genes for drug action.^[@bib14],\ [@bib15],\ [@bib16]^ These experiments have been fruitful, but rely on complex lentiviral libraries of unknown stability. Also, each gene knockout makes up only a small proportion of the cell pool under drug selection. The limited representation can cause bias. Further, screening approaches are limited to known genes.

Radiation hybrid (RH) mapping was originally invented as a technique to determine the relative locations of genes within mammalian genomes^[@bib17]^ and became an essential tool in the sequencing of the human genome.^[@bib18]^ RH panels are constructed by lethally irradiating cells, shattering the DNA. The DNA fragments are then introduced into living cells so that a random assortment of genes are triploid rather than diploid.^[@bib19],\ [@bib20]^ (For the sex chromosomes, the additional copies are diploid rather than haploid.) Each RH clone contains *∼*10--30% of the genome as extra copies, with the whole genome represented many times in the entire panel of *∼*100 clones. Significantly, the triploid segments are small (∼10 Mb), exhibiting a large number of breakpoints (∼10^4^). This property affords the technique very high mapping accuracy. In fact, RH mapping can localize markers to within a single gene. Further, the broad sampling of the genome in a high proportion of cells lends robustness to the RH approach.

After the genome was sequenced, RH libraries were no longer needed for gene mapping. Moreover, although RH panels were used in the sequencing process, only the DNA of cells was scrutinized; other gene-linked characteristics of the cell were not investigated widely. Functional assays in RH panels have been used in a few studies to identify genes for metabolic disorders^[@bib21]^ and viral receptors.^[@bib22],\ [@bib23]^ Our group has also employed RH panels to dissect transcriptional regulatory mechanisms and mammalian genetic interactions.^[@bib19],\ [@bib20],\ [@bib24],\ [@bib25]^ The RH approach can thus offer the benefits of an unbiased dissection of gene/phenotype relationships, without the need to rely on idiosyncratic natural polymorphisms or incomplete gene annotations. In this paper, we employ RH panels as a cost-effective and efficient tool to identify mammalian drug targets at single-gene resolution.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Cells
-----

RH clones from the human/hamster G3 panel^[@bib26]^ were propagated in *α* minimum essential medium with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1 × penicillin/streptomycin (100 units ml^−1^ penicillin, 100 μg ml^−1^ streptomycin; Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) and 1 × hypoxanthine--aminopterin--thymidine (HAT; 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} hypoxanthine, 0.4 μ[m]{.smallcaps} aminopterin and 16 μ[m]{.smallcaps} thymidine; Life Technologies).^[@bib19],\ [@bib20]^ A total of 79 clones was available. Before doing the drug assays, cells were weaned from HAT by growing in the medium for 1 week, then for 2 weeks in HT medium lacking aminopterin, and then for 1 week in nonsupplemented medium.^[@bib27]^ The A23 hamster cells are the recipient cells used to construct RH panels and were grown in non-HAT medium. HEK293 cells were grown in Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1 × penicillin/streptomycin.

The G3 RH panel was obtained from Dr A. Dusty Miller, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA. The A23 cells were obtained from Dr Christine Farr, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK. The HEK293 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA.

At the conclusion of the experiments, the identities of the HEK293 and A23 cells were verified by simple tandem repeat genotyping (IDEXX BioResearch, Columbia, MO, USA). The HEK293 cells were identical with the reported genetic profile of this line, with the exception of one missing allele each at markers CSF1PO and D5S818. There was no mammalian interspecies contamination. The A23 cells were confirmed to be of Chinese hamster origin with no mammalian interspecies contamination. Cells were not tested for mycoplasma contamination.

Drug assays in RH cells
-----------------------

Methotrexate (MTX), 6-mercaptopurine, paclitaxel (PX; Taxol) and colchicine (COL) were obtained from Tocris Bioscience (Bristol, UK). Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was from Thermo Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA).

We performed drug assays in 96-well plates by seeding 10^4^ RH cells into each well. To minimize variation, individual RH clones were distributed into wells from the same cell suspension. We allowed cells to grow for 4 h before adding drugs. To aid solubilization, drugs were dissolved in DMSO and then diluted in medium. The final concentration of DMSO in all assays was 0.37%, except for the experiments where the DMSO concentration was allowed to vary. We allowed cells to grow in the presence of drug for 24 h, before measuring proliferation using CellTiter-Glo (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) following the manufacturer\'s instructions. To correct for the different growth rates of the RH clones and for batch effects due to pipetting, results from individual clones were normalized to vehicle-treated cells of the same clone and batch.

Pilot experiments were used to identify an optimum range of concentrations for each drug (*n*=3 per concentration) using clone RH23. To screen the RH panel, we used 2--6 replicates per cell line at each concentration ([Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Mapping
-------

We previously determined genotypes for 235 790 markers in the G3 RH panel using array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH).^[@bib19]^ We binned the copy number of each marker into 0 or 1 extra copies (diploid or triploid) for mapping, and used coordinates from the GRCh37/hg19 genome assembly (<https://genome.ucsc.edu>).

We discarded triploid markers present in either less than five clones or in all clones. We also discarded markers with identical genotypes. A total of 54 826 markers remained. Logarithm of the odds scores were computed as described.^[@bib28],\ [@bib29]^ Genome-wide significance levels were set by permuting the phenotype data 1000 times for each scan. The permutation procedure maintained the correlation structure of the phenotypes, but kept the genotypes unaltered. We used logarithm of the odds scores corresponding to a 5 or 10% family-wise error rate (FWER) as thresholds for genome-wide significant and suggestive loci, respectively. Computational analyses used R.^[@bib30]^

We calculated statistical power by spiking in a locus of defined narrow-sense heritability (*h*^2^) at random locations in the genome. A total of 100 simulations was performed for each value of *h*^2^ and significance thresholds obtained by 500 permutations of the phenotype data.

Heritability
------------

Broad-sense heritabilities (*H*^2^) were computed using standard approaches that compare the genetic component of variance among different clones to the total variance.^[@bib28],\ [@bib31]^

*ZNRF3* and *DHFR* copy number
------------------------------

We used our published aCGH data^[@bib19]^ to evaluate the continuous genotypes of the RH clones classified as either harboring two or three copies of the *ZNRF3* gene (Ensembl: ENSG00000183579, Entrez Gene: 84133) or the dihydrofolate reductase (*DHFR*) gene (Ensembl: ENSG00000228716, Entrez Gene: 1719). The number of clones classified as having an extra copy of *ZNRF3* was nine and the number having an extra copy of *DHFR* was seven.

Half maximal effective concentration (EC~50~)
---------------------------------------------

The EC~50~ for each of the compounds was calculated using the drFitSpline function of the grofit package in R.^[@bib32]^

*ZNRF3* expression in RH cells
------------------------------

We quantitated expression of the *ZNRF3* gene in RH cells using TaqMan (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR). Cells were grown in 75-cm^2^ tissue culture flasks using medium containing 25 n[m]{.smallcaps} PX, 25 n[m]{.smallcaps} COL or vehicle (0.37% DMSO). To control for the amount of RNA in each qPCR reaction, we measured expression of the housekeeping gene glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (*GAPDH*; Ensembl: ENSG00000111640, Entrez Gene: 2597). Primer sets were employed in which the amplification and probe oligonucleotides recognized sequences fully conserved between the human and hamster *ZNRF3* and *GAPDH* genes.

*ZNRF3* oligos were sense amplification, 5′-TCCTTGTCAAAATCAAGCTGAAGC-3′ antisense amplification, 5′-TGCTCTTGGAGTTGAACTTTCTG-3′ probe, 5′-ATTCCATGAACAGGCTGGCTGTGCAGG-3′. *GAPDH* oligos were sense amplification, 5′-TCTTCCAGGAGCGAGATCCC-3′ antisense amplification, 5′-AACATGGGGGCATCAGCAG-3′ probe, 5′-CACCATGGAGAAGGCTGGGGC-3′. To avert detection of contaminating genomic DNA, the amplification primers spanned at least one exon junction. Each qPCR reaction used 100 ng of total RNA.

The 9 clones in the panel with an extra copy of *ZNRF3* were used for analysis. In addition, 14 clones without an extra copy of *ZNRF3* were randomly chosen using the sample function of the base package in R. There was non-planned exclusion of one clone with an extra copy of *ZNRF3* from the PX category and two clones with an extra copy of *ZNRF3* from the COL category, because of outlier values (\>7 s.d.).

*ZNRF3* verification
--------------------

We overexpressed the *ZNRF3* gene using a TrueORF Gold cDNA clone (catalog number RC219546, OriGene Technologies, Rockville, MD, USA). The clone is expression validated and sequence verified. The *ZNRF3* cDNA in this plasmid is driven by the cytomegalovirus promoter. Knockdowns of the *ZNRF3* gene used the small interfering RNA (siRNA) *ZNRF3*-2 (sense, 5′-GCUGCUACACUGAGGACUATT-3′ antisense, 5′-UAGUCCUCAGUGUAGCAGCCG-3′ Sigma, Life Science, St Louis, MO, USA).^[@bib33]^

For either cDNA overexpression or siRNA knockdowns, we seeded 10^4^ HEK293 or A23 cells into 96-well plates. After 24 h, 50 ng of *ZNRF3* cDNA clone was transfected into each well using the Lipofectamine RNAiMAX kit (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA), following the manufacturer\'s instructions. For the siRNA experiments, we transfected 1 p[m]{.smallcaps} of siRNA into each well using the same kit. Antitubulin drugs were added at the same time as the transfection reagents. We evaluated cell proliferation 24 h later using CellTiter-Glo (*n*=6 for experiment and controls and each drug and cell line). Cell growth was normalized to vehicle-treated cells in the same batch of experiments. In the overexpression experiments, mock transfection employed pCMV-GFP (plasmid 11153, Addgene, Cambridge, MA, USA), a plasmid in which the green fluorescent protein is driven by the cytomegalovirus promoter. In the knockdown experiments, mock transfection used scrambled siRNA (sense, 5′-CACUUCACGGAUAGGAAUUUGCTT-3′ antisense, 5′-GCAAAUUCCUAUCAUCCGUGAAGUGTT-3′).

We evaluated overexpression and knockdown of *ZNRF3* in HEK293 cells using TaqMan qPCR (*n*=3 for experiment and controls). The primer set Hs00393094_m1 was used to measure *ZNRF3* mRNA (Life Technologies). We measured expression of *GAPDH* using primer set Hs99999905_m1. The primer sets for *ZNRF3* and *GAPDH* spanned an exon junction, preventing amplification of contaminating genomic DNA.

We added Wnt-C59 to cells simultaneously with the antitubulin drugs. We used the same protocol as the transfection experiments, but the transfection reagent and nucleic acids were omitted (*n*=3 for experiment and controls).

Statistics
----------

Quoted sample sizes represent biological replicates. Significance thresholds for the quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping employed permutation. Other evaluations of statistical significance used two-tailed *t*-tests or analysis of variance, as appropriate, employing the *t*-test or aov functions, respectively, in the stats package in R.

Values from qPCR as well as our published microarray and aCGH data sets^[@bib19]^ were log transformed before statistical testing to improve normality and homogeneity of variances. Normality was evaluated with the Shapiro--Wilk test employing shapiro.test of the stats package in R.^[@bib30],\ [@bib34]^ Inhomogeneity of the variances was evaluated with Levene\'s test employing leveneTest of the car package in R.^[@bib35]^ Despite the transformation, the microarray and aCGH data showed strong departures from normality (expression levels of *DHFR*, *W*=0.6904, *P*=1.3 × 10^−11^) and homogeneity of variances (continuous copy number values, *F*~\[1,77\]~=26.0, *P*=2.43 × 10^−6^ for *ZNRF3*; *F*~\[1,77\]~=102.1, *P*=9.05 × 10^−16^ for *DHFR*). We therefore employed the Kruskal--Wallis test to analyze these data, using the function kruskal.test of the stats package in R.

Observations were plotted as means±s.e.m. The QTL analysis used permutation, a nonparametric approach to testing statistical significance. Statistical power for the RH panel also employed permutation. In addition, a *post hoc* test was performed to evaluate the power to detect expression differences of *ZNRF3* in the RH panel. We used pwr.t2n.test of the pwr package in R.^[@bib36]^ Formal power analysis was not undertaken for the other experiments, but sample sizes were based on similar studies in the literature.

Code and data availability
--------------------------

Computer code in R and experimental data are available in the [Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Results
=======

Statistical power
-----------------

To map QTLs for cell growth in the presence of drugs, we used the G3 human/hamster RH panel.^[@bib26]^ The G3 panel has 79 clones and was previously genotyped by our group using (aCGH).^[@bib19]^ We classified nearly 55 000 markers in the panel as being either triploid or diploid. On average, each clone contained 11% of the genome as triploid, and the human genome is thus represented 9 × in the entire panel. The average length of the triploid segments was 4 Mb.

We estimated statistical power to map a randomly placed single QTL at various narrow-sense heritabilities.^[@bib28],\ [@bib29]^ Permutation was used to set genome-wide significance thresholds at a FWER of \<5%. The RH panel had 32% power to detect a locus that contributed 20% to the variance and 79% power to detect a locus that contributed 30% ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). At a lower heritability of 10%, more typical of a complex trait,^[@bib28],\ [@bib37]^ the power was only 3%. The limited power of the G3 panel reflected the relatively small number of clones, but suggested that the panel may be able to detect individual loci of strong effect size.

Drugs
-----

To identify drug targets, we exposed the G3 panel to antiproliferative drugs. A wide variety of these important agents are available and are used to treat diseases ranging from cancer to autoimmunity. We examined five compounds---MTX, 6-mercaptopurine, PX (Taxol), COL and DMSO.^[@bib4],\ [@bib5],\ [@bib8],\ [@bib9],\ [@bib38]^

MTX acts by inhibiting DHFR, which is necessary for *de novo* synthesis of thymidine and purines. Similarly, the agent 6-mercaptopurine and its metabolites inhibit the *de novo* pathway for purine ribonucleotide synthesis.

PX and COL are antitubulin drugs, but have opposite modes of action. PX stabilizes microtubules, while COL induces their depolymerization. We reasoned that these antitubulin agents may perturb common pathways, despite their differing mechanisms.

DMSO is a solvent that has been used to facilitate transdermal delivery of therapeutic agents. The compound also has anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and antiproliferative properties.^[@bib39]^ As well as identifying DMSO target genes, we examined this agent to ensure that QTLs found with the other compounds were not due to DMSO in the vehicle.

The RH clones had been grown in HAT medium. Aminopterin inhibits DHFR, the same target as MTX. We therefore weaned cells from the HAT medium before performing the drug assays.

We performed pilot experiments to identify a range of concentrations for each drug that spanned the lowest and highest growth rates. Serial dilution was used to create a range of 12 concentrations for each compound. We then tested the series on an arbitrarily chosen clone, RH23. After 24 h in the drugs, cell growth was measured using CellTiter-Glo. This reagent evaluates the number of metabolically active cells based on luminescent measurement of ATP. We corrected for differing RH clone growth rates by normalizing to cells treated with vehicle from the same clone and batch.

To screen the entire RH panel, we chose seven drug concentrations that spanned the EC~50~ of each drug. The concentrations of compounds used in the screen are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Survival curves for clone RH23 are shown in [Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

Correlations between drugs
--------------------------

To look for similarities in drug action, we examined correlations in cell growth across the RH panel for each pair of compounds. From [Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, it is clear that the effects of PX and COL are most alike (comparing PX and COL, mean *R*=0.63±0.02 s.e.m.; comparing all other drugs, mean *R*=0.27±8.8 × 10^−3^ s.e.m.; Welch\'s two-tailed *t*-test, *t*~\[1,65.6\]~=15.5*, P*\<2.2 × 10^−16^). Both PX and COL act on microtubules, even though with differing mechanisms.

Broad-sense heritabilities
--------------------------

We found significant variation among the growth rates of the RH clones in the compounds. Examples for PX (*F*~\[78,224\]~=2.41, *P*=2.27 × 10^−7^) and COL (*F*~\[78,224\]~=2.78, *P*=1.83 × 10^−9^) at 25 n[m]{.smallcaps} are shown in [Figures 3a and b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. We calculated the broad-sense heritabilities for each of the compounds at the seven concentrations ([Figure 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). As drug concentrations increased, broad-sense heritabilities were overall roughly stable (*F*~\[6,70\]~=0.85, *P*=0.53). The mean *H*^2^ was 33%±2.6% s.e.m. (range 27--41%) at the lowest concentration, and 55%±4.7% s.e.m. (range 39--68%) at the highest. However, PX and COL showed significant increases in broad-sense heritabilities as their concentrations increased (*F*~\[6,14\]~=9.1, *P*=3.6 × 10^−4^, PX; *F*~\[6,14\]~=4.8, *P*=7.6 × 10^−3^, COL).

Drug QTLs
---------

We mapped QTLs for cell growth in the five agents at the seven concentrations. We also mapped QTLs for EC~50~. To get FWERs, we used a permutation procedure similar to that employed for the power analysis. We found five suggestive QTLs, with a genome-wide significance of \<10% ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Of these, two loci passed the accepted threshold for genome-wide significance of \<5%.

PX and COL share a QTL in the *ZNRF3* gene
------------------------------------------

At therapeutic levels of 25 n[m]{.smallcaps}, PX and COL each had a QTL significant at \<5% on chromosome 22 ([Figures 4a and b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The 1-logarithm of the odds support interval of the two QTLs was *∼*50 kb.^[@bib40]^ This resolution was sufficient to localize both loci to a single gene, *ZNRF3* ([Figure 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The *ZNRF3* gene product is a potent inhibitor of Wnt signaling.^[@bib33],\ [@bib41]^ The shared QTL of the two drugs suggests that they act by a common mechanism that perturbs Wnt pathways at clinically relevant concentrations.

An extra copy of *ZNRF3* increased cell survival in both PX (*t*~\[1,77\]~=5.38, *P*=7.8 × 10^−7^) and COL (*t*~\[1,77\]~=5.36, *P*=8.5 × 10^−7^;[Figures 5a and b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The narrow-sense heritability (*h*^2^) of this locus contributed 27% (±0.9% s.e.m.) to the variance of both drugs. Further, the narrow-sense heritabilies of *ZNRF3* were similar to the broad-sense heritabilities (*H*^2^) of the drugs (PX *H*^2^=27%±3.1% s.e.m., COL *H*^2^=32%±3.3% s.e.m.). Because of the Beavis effect (the so-called 'winner\'s curse\'), the narrow-sense heritability of a first-discovered locus is frequently overestimated.^[@bib42]^ Nevertheless, *ZNRF3* dominates the genetic landscape at therapeutic concentrations of PX and COL, and this locus may account for a substantial part of the overall genetic variance.

We compared the genotypes of the RH clones classified as either harboring two or three copies of the *ZNRF3* gene with the continuous copy number data from aCGH.^[@bib19]^ The classified data was consistent with the continuous data ([Figure 5c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). There was a mean copy number of 2.1±0.01 s.e.m. for clones classified as harboring two copies of *ZNRF3* and 3.0±0.22 s.e.m. for clones classified as harboring three (Kruskal--Wallis test, , *P*=1.5 × 10^−6^).

There was no information on *ZNRF3* in our pre-existing expression data for the RH panel, as the microarray we used did not contain the gene.^[@bib19]^ We therefore employed real-time qPCR to examine *ZNRF3* expression in the RH panel. We evaluated clones with or without an extra copy of *ZNRF3* in medium supplemented with 25 n[m]{.smallcaps} PX, 25 n[m]{.smallcaps} COL or vehicle. Surprisingly, we found no effect of an extra gene copy or drug status on *ZNRF3* expression (*F*~\[1,21\]~=1.40, *P*=0.25 for *ZNRF3* status in vehicle; *F*~\[1,20\]~=0.29, *P*=0.60 for *ZNRF3* status in PX; *F*~\[1,19\]~=2.38, *P*=0.14 for *ZNRF3* status in COL; *F*~\[1,63\]~=2.25, 0.89 and *P*=0.14, 0.35 for main effects of PX and COL, respectively; all planned comparisons; [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

A caveat to our conclusions is the limited statistical power of the experiment. A *post hoc* analysis gave a two-tailed power to detect a main effect of *ZNRF3* on expression as 20.2%. Nevertheless, the observations raise the possibility that the extra copy of *ZNRF3* exerts its effects at the protein level, perhaps as a result of altered translational efficiency or due to amino acid differences between human and hamster.

Suggestive QTLs
---------------

We found three other QTLs that exceeded a suggestive genome-wide significance threshold of \<10% ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). There was a locus for PX at 76 n[m]{.smallcaps} on chromosome 3 ([Figure 6a](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The peak marker was in the contactin 4 (*CNTN4*) gene. *CNTN4* belongs to the immunoglobulin superfamily and encodes an axon-associated cell adhesion molecule. Haploinsufficiency of *CNTN4* has been implicated in autism spectrum disorders.^[@bib43],\ [@bib44]^

Suggestive loci for MTX at 0.7 μ[m]{.smallcaps} and DMSO at 10% were found on chromosomes 4 and 11, respectively ([Figures 6b and c](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In both cases, the peak marker resided in a hypothetical gene. There were no QTLs for DMSO that overlapped with loci for the other compounds, verifying that vehicle artifacts were not an issue in our study.

There was no QTL for MTX at its target gene, *DHFR*. The RH panel was originally propagated in HAT medium, which includes the drug aminopterin. Similar to MTX, aminopterin inhibits DHFR and cells can respond to long-term culture in either drug by multicopy amplification of the *DHFR* gene.^[@bib45],\ [@bib46],\ [@bib47]^ We reasoned that culture of the RH panel in HAT medium may have amplified the *DHFR* gene, preventing detection of a MTX QTL.

To test this conjecture, we examined our published aCGH and transcript-profiling data from the RH panel.^[@bib19]^ There was no amplification of the *DHFR* gene. The genotypes of the RH clones classified as either harboring two or three copies of the *DHFR* gene were congruent with the continuous copy number estimates from aCGH. In fact, the mean copy number from aCGH was 2.0±0.008 s.e.m. for clones classified as having two copies of *DHFR*, and 2.9±0.22 s.e.m. for clones classified as having three (Kruskal--Wallis test, , *P*=1.4 × 10^−5^; [Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Consistent with the lack of evidence for *DHFR* gene amplification, there was no significant difference in the expression of the gene between clones with two copies (relative expression=1.2±0.16 s.e.m.) and three (expression=1.1±0.28 s.e.m.; Kruskal--Wallis test, , *P*=1; [Supplementary Figure S1B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We also looked for QTLs that regulated the EC~50~ of the five compounds. We found no loci that exceeded the suggestive genome-wide FWER of \<10%.

Validating *ZNRF3* in the action of the antitubulin drugs
---------------------------------------------------------

To confirm the role of *ZNRF3* in the effects of PX and COL, we overexpressed the gene in tissue culture cells using a cytomegalovirus promoter. Real-time qPCR was used to verify overexpression in transfected HEK293 cells compared with mock-transfected cells (11.3-fold±2.8 s.e.m., Student\'s two-tailed *t*-test, *t*~\[1,4\]~=8.44, *P*=0.0011; [Figure 7a](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Overexpression of *ZNRF3* protected HEK293 ([Figure 7b](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) and A23 cells ([Figure 7c](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) from the actions of PX (*F*~\[1,50\]~=18.7, *P*=7.3 × 10^−5^, HEK293 cells; *F*~\[1,50\]~=23.5, *P*=1.3 × 10^−5^, A23 cells) and COL (*F*~\[1,50\]~=4.7, *P*=0.034, HEK293 cells; *F*~\[1,50\]~=9.1, *P*=4.0 × 10^−3^, A23 cells). In fact, the effect of *ZNRF3* overexpression on growth of HEK293 cells in 25 n[m]{.smallcaps} PX (1.11-fold enhanced growth ±0.05 s.e.m.) and in 25 n[m]{.smallcaps} COL (1.05-fold enhanced growth ±0.04 s.e.m.) and on growth of A23 cells in 25 n[m]{.smallcaps} PX (1.13-fold enhanced growth ±0.06 s.e.m.) and in 25 n[m]{.smallcaps} COL (1.09-fold enhanced growth ±0.04 s.e.m.) was similar to the effect of an extra copy of *ZNRF3* in the RH panel (1.08-fold enhanced growth ±0.02 s.e.m., both drugs).

Conversely, diminished *ZNRF3* expression should sensitize cells to growth inhibition by antitubulin drugs. Real-time PCR confirmed decreased expression of *ZNRF3* in siRNA-treated HEK293 cells compared with mock-transfected cells (62%±8% s.e.m., Student\'s two-tailed *t*-test, *t*~\[1,4\]~=3.26, *P*=0.031;^[@bib33]^ [Figure 7a](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, *ZNRF3* knockdown sensitized HEK293 cells to the actions of PX (*F*~\[1,50\]~=9.9, *P*=2.9 × 10^−3^) and COL (*F*~\[1,50\]~=18.6, *P*=7.6 × 10^−5^; [Figure 7d](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

Overexpression of *ZNRF3* inhibits Wnt signaling. We therefore supposed that pharmacological blockade of the Wnt pathway should protect cells from the antitubulin drugs. To test this idea, we treated cells with the compound Wnt-C59, a potent inhibitor of Wnt signaling. Wnt-C59 blocks porcupine, an enzyme necessary for palmitoylation and biological activity of Wnt.^[@bib48]^ As expected, Wnt-C59 alone inhibited the growth of HEK293 cells (*F*~\[1,7\]~=10.3, *P*=0.015; [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, when further combined with PX or COL, Wnt-C59 diminished the antiproliferative effects of the antitubulin drugs (*F*~\[2,30\]~=43.5, *P*=1.4 × 10^−9^, PX; *F*~\[2,30\]~=16.8, *P*=1.3 × 10^−5^, COL; [Figure 7e](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

We used a human RH panel to identify loci influencing cell survival in the presence of antiproliferative drugs. As we performed a total of 40 assays (five compounds × eight conditions, consisting of seven concentrations plus the EC~50~), we would expect a total of four false-positive results at a FWER of \<10%. In fact, we identified five suggestive QTLs. The limited yield of the investigation reflected its modest statistical power. However, we were also motivated by the high resolution of RH panels, even with a small number of clones. Our reasoning was vindicated by the single-gene accuracy of our results.

Despite the restricted power of the study, the antitubulin drugs PX and COL each shared a QTL with a genome-wide significance of \<5%. The QTLs were located in the *ZNRF3* gene, an inhibitor of Wnt signaling. The fact that these agents shared the same QTL, bolsters our confidence in *ZNRF3* being an important target for the antitubulin drugs. We further verified the role of *ZNRF3* by overexpression and knockdown experiments. The compound Wnt-C59 offered additional evidence for the importance of Wnt signaling in antitubulin drug action.

Both PX and COL inhibit microtubules at micromolar concentration. Paradoxically, however, the therapeutic effects of these drugs are obtained at concentrations 10- to a 100-fold lower (tens of nanomolar).^[@bib13],\ [@bib49],\ [@bib50],\ [@bib51],\ [@bib52],\ [@bib53],\ [@bib54],\ [@bib55]^ In fact, when used at concentrations that inhibit microtubules, the drugs become toxic.^[@bib56],\ [@bib57]^ Antitubulin drugs likely act by altering microtubule dynamics rather than affecting structural integrity.^[@bib58]^

The fact that we did not identify other components of the Wnt signaling pathway in our screen is consistent with the idea that *ZNRF3* is the major locus regulating cell proliferation in PX and COL at therapeutic concentrations. The dominant role of *ZNRF3* is implied by our finding that the narrow-sense heritability of the gene accounts for nearly the entire broad-sense heritability of growth in the presence of the drugs. The dramatic effect of Wnt-C59 on the antitubulin drug response presumably reflects its high-affinity blockade of Wnt pathways, overwhelming the effects of the endogenous genes.

Although ZNRF3 dominated the genetic landscape at therapeutic concentrations, the QTL was not significant at higher concentrations. The disappearance of the QTL was not due to decreased heritability. On the contrary, the broad-sense heritabilities of PX and COL climbed as drug concentrations increased. Perhaps, the antitubulin drugs recruit greater numbers of interacting genes at higher concentrations, resulting in enhanced genetic complexity and decreased power.

The *ZNRF3* protein contains an extracellular domain, one transmembrane region and a cytoplasmic RING domain.^[@bib33],\ [@bib41],\ [@bib59],\ [@bib60]^ ZNRF3 negatively regulates Wnt signaling by acting as an E3 ubiquitin ligase that ubiquitinates the frizzled (FZD) family of Wnt receptors. The FZD protein is thus consigned to the lysosome for destruction. R-spondin is a growth factor that inhibits ZNRF3 action by binding to its extracellular domain, thereby activating Wnt signaling. *ZNRF3* is frequently mutated in adrenocortical carcinoma, consistent with a role as a tumor-suppressor gene.^[@bib59],\ [@bib61]^ The inhibitory effects of ZNRF3 on Wnt signaling has lead to suggestions that, when intact, ZNRF3 may be an attractive target for cancer therapy.^[@bib33]^

Wnt signaling pathways are traditionally classified as either canonical or noncanonical. The noncanonical pathways further belong either to the Wnt/planar cell polarity (Wnt/PCP) pathway or the Wnt/calcium (Wnt/Ca^2+^) pathway. The canonical Wnt pathway directly regulates gene transcription, the Wnt/PCP pathway affects the cytoskeleton and the Wnt/Ca^2+^ pathway regulates intracellular calcium. In addition, the canonical Wnt pathway exerts its effects through *β*-catenin, while the noncanonical pathways do not.

The canonical and noncanonical pathways are initiated by binding of Wnt to FZD.^[@bib62],\ [@bib63],\ [@bib64],\ [@bib65]^ By inhibiting FZD expression, ZNRF3 regulates both the canonical and Wnt/PCP pathways^[@bib33]^ and is expected to regulate the Wnt/Ca^2+^ pathway by the same mechanism. Humans possess a total of 19 Wnt and 10 FZD family members. Membrane bound co-receptors for Wnt, such as lipoprotein receptor-related proteins 5 and 6 (LRP)-5/6, receptor tyrosine kinase and ROR2, associate with FZD to promote Wnt signaling.

In the canonical pathway, absence of Wnt causes phosphorylation, ubiquitination and destruction of *β*-catenin by the proteasome. The phosphorylation is the task of the destruction complex, which includes Axin-1, adenomatosis polyposis coli, protein phosphatase 2 A, glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) and casein kinase 1.^[@bib66]^ When Wnt binds to FZD and its co-receptors LRP-5/6, the intracellular domain of LRP6 becomes phosphorylated by GSK3 and casein kinase 1. The receptor complex then internalizes to form a signalosome, consisting of FZD, phospho-LRP6, Dishevelled, GSK3 and Axin-1. Phospho-LRP6 directly inhibits GSK3, thereby inhibiting the phosphorylation and degradation of *β*-catenin. The *β*-catenin can now localize to the nucleus, where it regulates gene expression by forming complexes with the T-cell factor/lymphoid-enhancing factor family of transcription factors.

The noncanonical pathways are activated when a subset of WNTs, including WNT5A and WNT11, bind FZD. For the Wnt/PCP pathway, the relevant co-receptors are receptor tyrosine kinase and ROR2 instead of LRP-5/6. Upon engagement of Wnt with its receptors, Dishevelled binds the dishevelled-associated activator of morphogenesis 1. Dishevelled-associated activator of morphogenesis 1 in turn activates the small G-proteins RhoA and Rac1, as well as JNK and additional proteins involved in cytoskeletal rearrangement. In contrast, the Wnt/Ca^2+^ signaling pathway activates phospholipase C, which catalyzes formation of inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate and 1,2 diacylglycerol from membrane-bound phospholipid phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate. The elevated inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate increases intracellular Ca^2+^ by release from stores in the endoplasmic reticulum. As a result, calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II, protein kinase C, the nuclear factor of activated T-cell transcription factor, as well as other transcription factors, are activated.

Our identification of *ZNRF3* as the principal QTL at therapeutic concentrations suggests that antitubulin drugs ultimately exert their effects through Wnt signaling. Lending credence to this notion, the canonical Wnt pathway inhibits GSK3, which results in decreased phosphorylation of microtubule-associated protein 1B and stabilization of microtubules.^[@bib62],\ [@bib67],\ [@bib68],\ [@bib69],\ [@bib70]^ In addition, Wnt signaling proteins such as Dishevelled and *β*-catenin appear to bind components of the microtubule apparatus.^[@bib65]^ Cilia prominently feature microtubules and can strongly regulate Wnt pathways.^[@bib71],\ [@bib72],\ [@bib73],\ [@bib74],\ [@bib75]^ We suggest that these organelles may mediate the action of antitubulin drugs.

Activation of *β*-catenin by the canonical Wnt pathway causes increased transcription of c-Myc, which in turn promotes expression of cyclin D1, a key driver of the G1/S transition.^[@bib65]^ Inhibiting Wnt action thus represses the cell cycle. Consistent with this observation, we found decreased proliferation of cells treated with Wnt-C59. As Wnt-C59 and the antitubulin drugs each repress cell growth, combining the two drug classes might naively be expected to result in additive inhibition of proliferation. In contrast, our *ZNRF3* overexpression and siRNA experiments suggested that combining Wnt-C59 and the microtubule-binding agents should block the antiproliferative effects of PX and COL. Our results clearly supported the second alternative and were consistent with the idea that the antitubulin drugs act on Wnt signaling pathways.

PX and COL are the prototypical antitubulin drugs. These agents were hence attractive candidates for initial study using the RH approach. However, there are a wide variety (\>40) of other antitubulin agents.^[@bib58]^ The vinca alkaloids promote depolymerization similar to COL, but bind to a different site on the microtubule. In addition, compounds such as laulimalide, peloruside A, estramustine and noscapine bind to sites on tubulin distinct from PX, COL or the vinca alkaloids. All these compounds may repay study using RH cells.

The antitubulin drugs are widely employed in the clinic. PX is used in cancer and COL in rheumatology. Our findings therefore encourage the pursuit of drugs that perturb Wnt pathways.^[@bib62],\ [@bib76]^ Our results also suggest that pharmacological antagonists of Wnt signaling may be useful in treating overdoses of the antitubulin drugs.^[@bib77],\ [@bib78]^

A number of genes relevant to PX action have been identified by siRNA screens.^[@bib13],\ [@bib55]^ One of the screens,^[@bib13]^ included siRNAs for *ZNRF3*, but did not flag the gene as a hit. Perhaps the chosen siRNAs were ineffective at knocking down *ZNRF3*.

RH panels show considerable long-range linkage disequilibrium.^[@bib25]^ This phenomenon appeared unlikely to be a cause of false-positive QTLs in our study. We performed a simulation using a locus spiked into random locations in the genome with a narrow-sense heritability of the same size as *ZNRF3* (*h*^2^=0.27). When the genuine QTL was insignificant, genome-wide significant 'ghost\' QTLs occurred elsewhere in the genome at a rate of 4%±2% s.e.m. However, even such apparently spurious QTLs may be in the same pathway as the genuine locus.^[@bib25]^

Together our results suggest that RH panels can be an efficient method to identify QTLs for drug action. RH panels have the advantages of high resolution, modest labor costs to screen a small panel and an unbiased search of the whole genome. Using a human RH panel, we were able to identify an important gene for the action of antitubulin drugs that had been overlooked by other strategies. The limited statistical power of existing RH panels can be overcome in the future by using large pools of RH clones in bulk segregant analysis.^[@bib79],\ [@bib80]^ These strategies have very high resolution and statistical power, and will provide a 'one flask\' approach to mapping genes for mammalian drug action.
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![Statistical power; means±s.e.m.](tpj201550f1){#fig1}

![Survival curves and drug correlations. (**a**) Survival curves for RH23; means±s.e.m. (**b**) *P*-values for drug correlations across RH panel on a negative logarithmic scale. The thin ends of the wedges correspond to lowest drug concentrations. 6 MP, 6-mercaptopurine; COL, colchicine; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; MTX, methotrexate; PX, paclitaxel; RH, radiation hybrid.](tpj201550f2){#fig2}

![Growth variations and broad-sense heritabilities. (**a**) Normalized growth variation among RH clones in paclitaxel, 25 n[m]{.smallcaps}; means±s.e.m. (**b**) Normalized growth variation among RH clones in colchicine, 25 n[m;]{.smallcaps} means±s.e.m. (**c**) Broad-sense heritabilties, *H*^2^, at various drug concentrations; means±s.e.m. RH, radiation hybrid.](tpj201550f3){#fig3}

![Chromosome 22 locus for paclitaxel and colchicine. (**a**) Paclitaxel, 25 n[m]{.smallcaps}. (**b**) Colchicine, 25 n[m]{.smallcaps}. (**c**) Closeup of locus. University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) genes at top. Red horizontal lines, FWER \<5% threshold. FWER, family-wise error rate.](tpj201550f4){#fig4}

![*ZNRF3*. (**a**) Effect of *ZNRF3* on cell survival in paclitaxel. Proliferation relative to vehicle-treated control. (**b**) Effect of *ZNRF3* on cell survival in colchicine. (**c**) *ZNRF3* copy number. Comparing classified copy number with array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) copy number.](tpj201550f5){#fig5}

![Suggestive QTLs. (**a**) Paclitaxel, 76 n[m]{.smallcaps}. (**b**) Methotrexate, 0.7 μ[m]{.smallcaps}. (**c**) DMSO, 10%. Red horizontal lines, FWER \<10% threshold. DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; FWER, family-wise error rate; QTL, quantitative trait locus.](tpj201550f6){#fig6}

![Validating *ZNRF3* in the action of the antitubulin drugs. (**a**) Verification of *ZNRF3* overexpression and small interfering RNA (siRNA) knockdown in HEK293 cells using quantitative PCR. (**b**) *ZNRF3* overexpression diminishes the effects of the antitubulin drugs in HEK293 cells. (**c**) *ZNRF3* overexpression also decreases the effects of the drugs in A23 cells. (**d**) Knockdown of *ZNRF3* expression with an siRNA sensitizes HEK293 cells to paclitaxel and colchicine. (**e**) Pharmacological blockade of Wnt signaling with Wnt-C59 protects HEK293 cells from the actions of paclitaxel and colchicine. Growth curves normalized to zero drug concentrations; means±s.e.m.](tpj201550f7){#fig7}

###### Drug concentrations

  *Drug*                                *Concentration*                                              
  ------------------------------------- ----------------- -------- -------- -------- ------- ------- ------
  Methotrexate (μ[m]{.smallcaps})       0.0028            0.0084   0.0254   0.0762   0.229   0.686   2.05
  6-mercaptopurine (μ[m]{.smallcaps})   0.229             0.686    2.05     6.17     18.5    55.5    167
  Paclitaxel (μ[m]{.smallcaps})         0.0254            0.0762   0.229    0.686    2.05    6.17    18.5
  Colchicine (μ[m]{.smallcaps})         0.0254            0.0762   0.229    0.686    2.05    6.17    18.5
  Dimethyl sulfoxide (%)                0.156             0.313    0.625    1.25     2.5     5       10

###### Significant and suggestive loci

  *Chr*    *Peak marker (chr coord, bp)*    *Compound*           *Conc*         *LOD*    *FWER (%)*             *Gene*
  ------- ------------------------------- -------------- ---------------------- ------- ------------ -----------------------------
  3                  2 142 282              Paclitaxel    76 n[m]{.smallcaps}   5.2         \<10                *CNTN4*
  4                 107 670 990            Methotrexate   0.7 μ[m]{.smallcaps}  4.8         \<10      *Chr4_54.10* (hypothetical)
  11                27 182 677                 DMSO               10%           5.3         \<10      *Chr11.469* (hypothetical)
  22                29 315 203              Paclitaxel    25 n[m]{.smallcaps}   5.5         \<1                 *ZNRF3*
  22                29 342 619              Colchicine    25 n[m]{.smallcaps}   5.4         \<5                 *ZNRF3*

Abbreviations: Chr, chromosome; chr coord, chromosome coordinate; Conc, concentration; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; FWER, family-wise error rate; LOD, logarithm of the odds.
